Differential capacitive position sensor for planar MEMS structures with vertical motion
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Abstract

A capacitive sensor has been developed for measuring the vertical deflection of bridge-type micro-electromechanical (MEMS) silicon actuators. The sensor requires no electrodes above the actuator surface and does not require the actuator diaphragm to be used as a signal electrode. Sets of interdigitated electrodes, one for ac signal injection and the other for signal sensing, are placed beneath the actuator membrane. As the actuator deflects, the capacitance between the interdigitated finger electrodes is altered, leading to a change in the time-varying charge induced on the sense fingers. This change in induced charge is monitored by a current-to-voltage converter, thereby providing a measure of actuator displacement in the direction perpendicular to the silicon substrate. Signal voltages on the order of 10 mV per 1 μm of deflection are observed for deflections in the 1-μm range. © 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Over the past several years, much progress has been made in the development of micron-sized mechanical devices. Using micro-electromechanical (MEMS) fabrication technology, researchers now routinely make electrostatic motors, actuators, transducers, and other devices. One MEMS structure, the double-anchored, bridge-type flexible beam actuator, shows promise for use in analog optical image processing systems. The typical double-anchored actuator consists of a silicon beam or membrane supported on two sides by rigid walls and insulated from the underlying silicon substrate. Applying a voltage between the membrane and substrate causes the membrane to deflect downward, as in Fig. 1. The deflection becomes a monotonically increasing, cubic-like function of applied voltage. Our research group is presently developing an array of addressable micromachined bridge-type actuators that control a continuously deformable flexible mirror membrane [1–3]. The principal application of this device is in optical imaging systems. The mirror is supported on posts attached to each actuator as depicted in Fig. 1. The mirror contour is adjusted over vertical distances on the order of an optical wavelength by applying analog voltages to the individual actuators in the array. In our present development tests, deflection of individual actuators is monitored by various optical instruments, including a laser doppler interferometer and a phase sensitive microscope. Although excellent for experimental tests on single actuators, these expensive precision instruments are impractical for monitoring an entire array of actuators such as those that shape the optical imaging mirror. One goal of our research is the development of a simple, easy-to-fabricate system for simultaneously sensing the position of many actuators in a single array.

Most MEMS devices reported to date rely on capacitive sensing techniques for monitoring the position of moving elements [4–7]. The simplest method for monitoring the position of a device such as the bridge-type actuator is to place a capacitively-coupled sense electrode in proximity to the moving element. This method requires that the moving element be used as one of the signal electrodes and not be connected directly to ground. Another more
sensitive technique, the differential capacitance method, is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this case, the moving element is electrically isolated from ground but held at ground potential by the low-impedance input terminal of a current monitoring circuit. Equidistant auxiliary electrodes are placed on either side of the moving element, creating inter-electrode capacitances \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). The signal electrodes are fed sinusoidal or pulsed signal voltages of equal amplitude and opposite polarity \( \pm V_s \); the charge induced on the moving element becomes \( (C_1 - C_2)V_s \). With the mechanical element in its equilibrium position, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are equal, yielding an induced charge of zero. As the element moves toward one of the signal electrodes, its capacitance relative to that electrode increases while its capacitance relative to the other electrode decreases. The moving element acquires an induced charge proportional to the difference between \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), leading to a nonzero signal at \( V_{OUT} \).

The differential capacitance sensing method of Fig. 2 is well suited for MEMS structures involving horizontal motion, but it is not as suitable for elements with vertical motion perpendicular to the substrate surface. In the planar world of MEMS fabrication, vertically-based structures having balanced differential capacitances are not easy to construct. An electrode must be placed both above and below the moving element, requiring additional sacrificial layers and extra masking, photolithography, deposition, and etching steps. Our mirror devices were fabricated using the MCNC multi-user MUMPS batch process [8] in which the additional layers required for differential capacitor sensing of vertically moving structures are simply not available. More importantly, balanced differential capacitance methods are incompatible with our deformable mirror devices. In our structures, an array of many actuators supports a single, optically flawless silicon mirror membrane, and no space is available for placing sense electrodes above each actuator. At the same time, our support post construction configuration causes all the actuator diaphragms in the array to be electrically connected to ground via the optical membrane, thereby preventing the actuator diaphragms from being used as individual signal electrodes. This paper describes an alternative differential capacitive sensing technique in which the moving actuator can be connected directly to ground. Sensing and signal electrodes are fabricated entirely underneath the bridge actuator diaphragm and provide information about actuator deflection. The method relies on the spatially harmonic field distribution produced by the signal electrodes to detect the size of the gap beneath the deflecting actuator. The method has been shown to be reliable, stable, and easy to fabricate.

2. Description of sensing element

The basic features of our capacitive sensing system are shown in Fig. 3, and a photograph of the device taken from a polarizing microscope is shown in Fig. 4. A set of
two interdigitated electrodes, electrically isolated from each other and from ground, are deposited over a silicon nitride layer beneath the double-anchored bridge. A low-level, time-varying sinusoidal voltage is applied to one group of finger electrodes called the signal fingers. The other set of fingers, called the sense fingers, is kept at ground potential by the input terminal of a current-to-voltage converter. The magnitude of the sinusoidal voltage applied to the signal fingers is small enough to cause negligible deflection of the actuator, and the frequency of the signal voltage (1 MHz in our case) is low enough that the quasistatic field approximation applies in the actuator gap. In general, if the signal frequency is much smaller than $c/l$, where $l$ is the largest characteristic dimension of the structure and $c$ the speed of light, then the quasistatic approximation will apply. Under the quasistatic approximation, the field in the actuator gap becomes Laplacian, and the electric field lines produced by the energized signal fingers terminate either on the sense fingers or on the grounded actuator diaphragm. The total signal field flux terminating on the sense fingers becomes a function of the actuator gap spacing. When the actuator is not deflected, as in Fig. 5a, most of the signal field is coupled to the sense fingers. If the actuator is made to deflect downward, as in Fig. 5b, more signal field lines terminate on the actuator diaphragm, and fewer signal field lines reach the sense fingers. In essence, the deflection of the actuator reduces the capacitance between the sense and signal fingers and increases the capacitance between the actuator diaphragm and the signal fingers. As a consequence, the charge $Q(t)$ induced on the sense fingers due to the signal voltage is reduced as the actuator gap narrows. The value of $Q(t)$, which can be measured by monitoring the current $i(t) = dQ/dt$ flowing to the sense fingers, becomes a measure of actuator deflection. The dc field lines causing actuator deflection are not shown in Fig. 5b.
Deflecting the actuator downward requires that an electrostatic field of moderate strength be established between the diaphragm and an underlying electrode plane. In practice, this deflection field can be produced by adding a dc component to the voltage applied to the signal fingers. The current-to-voltage converter connected to the sense fingers...
will detect only time varying charge and will not be affected by this dc deflection voltage.

3. Theoretical prediction

The time-varying charge $Q(t)$ induced on the sense fingers is readily predicted from direct calculation if some simplifying assumptions are made. First, for small gap-to-width ratios and deflections, the portion of the actuator diaphragm that resides over the interdigitated electrodes is assumed to be a planar surface even when the diaphragm is deflected from its rest position. This assumption is reasonable for small gap-to-actuator width ratios. Secondly, the finger electrodes are assumed to have no vertical thickness, so that the potential distribution in the plane of the electrodes can be represented by $\Phi(x,t) = f(x)V(t)$, where the function $f(x)$ is shown in Fig. 6a, and $V(t)$ is the sinusoidal voltage applied to the signal fingers. Note that $f(x)$ describes the spatial variation of the potential on the electrode plane, and $V(t)$ describes the temporal variation.

Because the quasistatic electric field condition applies, the solution for the potential and electric field in the gap can be found by solving a two-dimensional boundary value problem subject to the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 6b. Specifically, the boundary conditions that govern the solution for $\Phi(x,t)$ can be summarized by the following equations:

$$\Phi = f(x)V(t) \quad \text{at} \quad z = g$$

and

$$\Phi(x,t) = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad z = 0$$

where the gap spacing $g$ is measured in the center of the actuator diaphragm, and $z$ is perpendicular to the substrate surface. An analytical expression for $\Phi(x,z,t)$ in the actuator gap region can be found as an infinite series solution to Laplace’s equation of electrostatics. In rectan-
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(a) Potential function $f(x)$ along the $x$-$y$ plane occupied by the electrodes; (b) Coordinate system for the region between the actuator diaphragm and the interdigitated electrodes.
Regular coordinates, the appropriate Laplacian solution form for \( \Phi(x,z,t) \) becomes

\[
\Phi(x,z,t) = a_0(t) \frac{z}{g} + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} a_n(t) \cos k_n x \sinh k_n z
\]

(3)

where \( k_n = 2\pi n / x_0 \), \( x_0 \) is the spatial period of \( f(x) \) [9,10], and the \( a_n(t) \) coefficients have the dimensions of voltage. The function \( \Phi(x,z,t) \) is even in \( x \), as is \( f(x) \), and the \( \sinh k_n z \) terms force \( \Phi(x,z,t) \) to zero at \( z = 0 \), matching the boundary condition (2). The \( a_n(t)z/g \) term represents the field caused by the average value of \( f(x) \). The remaining coefficients \( a_n(t) \) are found in the usual manner for Fourier series by multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by \( \cos k_n x / x_0 \) and integrating over \( x \) from 0 to \( x_0 \). Only for \( m = n \) will the right-hand side yield a nonzero integral, resulting in

\[
a_n(t) = \frac{2V(t)}{x_0 \sinh k_n g} \int_{x=0}^{x_0} f(x) \cos k_n x \, dx
\]

(4)

Performing the integral in Eq. (4) while using the potential function \( f(x) \) of Fig. 6a results, after some algebra, in

\[
a_n(t) = \frac{4V(t)}{x_0 k_n \sinh k_n g} \sin(Wk_n/2)
\]

(5)

Here, \( W \) is the width of a single finger electrode, and \( V(t) \) again is the sinusoidal voltage applied to the signal fingers. The value of the coefficient \( a_0 \) in Eq. (3) is found by taking the spatial average of \( f(x) \), yielding:

\[
a_0 = \frac{V(t)W}{x_0}
\]

(6)

Computing the charge induced on the sense fingers requires an expression for the normal electric field \( E_z \) along
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Computing the charge induced on the sense fingers requires an expression for the normal electric field \( E_z \) along

\[
E_z = -\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial z} = -\frac{a_0(t)}{g} - \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} a_n(t) k_n \cos k_n x \cosh k_n g
\]

(7)

The surface charge density induced on the sense fingers will be equal to \( \varepsilon_0 E_z \). The total charge \( Q \) induced on the sense electrodes can be found by integrating \( \varepsilon_0 E_z \) over the area of the sense fingers:

\[
Q = NL\varepsilon_0 \int_{-b}^{b} E_z \, dx
\]

(8)

where \( W \) is again the width of a single sense finger, \( d \) the distance between fingers, and \( b = W/2 + d \). The dimension \( L \) describes the active finger length (the portion of finger length under the actuator diaphragm), and \( N \) is the total number of signal-sense finger pairs. Computing the integral specified in Eq. (8) results in:

\[
Q(t) = NL\varepsilon_0 \left[ \frac{a_0(t)}{g} (2b - x_0) \right.
\]

\[
\times \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} 2a_n(t) \cosh k_n g \sin k_n b
\]

(9)

The current flowing to the sense electrodes in response to \( V(t) \) can be found from \( i(t) = dQ(t)/dt \). For a \( V(t) \) that is sinusoidal in time, the magnitude of \( i(t) \) will be equal to \( \omega \) times the magnitude of \( Q \), where \( \omega \) is the frequency of \( V(t) \) in radians per second. If the current-to-voltage converter of Fig. 3 receives \( i(t) \) as its input, its output signal voltage will be given by

\[
v(t) = N\omega RL\varepsilon_0 \left[ \frac{a_0(t)}{g} (2b - x_0) \right.
\]

\[
\times \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} 2a_n(t) \cosh k_n g \sin k_n b
\]

(10)
where $R$ is the feedback resistor in Fig. 3. Note that $\nu(t)$ in Eq. (10) is a function of the actuator gap spacing $g$ and thus forms the basis for sensing actuator deflection.

4. Experimental verification

A capacitive sensing system of the type depicted in Fig. 3 was tested on a single actuator having the parameters listed in Table 1. The width and spacing of the interdigitated electrodes were chosen based on field analysis to maximize the induced signal charge while staying within the bounds of MUMPS design rules and fabrication limits. The current-to-voltage converter was fabricated from a single, inexpensive, off-the-shelf LF411 op-amp and an ordinary 5% tolerance 1/4-W resistor. Actuator deflection was measured independently using a Zygo laser doppler interferometer system, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The results are plotted in Fig. 8. The circles in Fig. 8 show the measured actuator deflection as a function of $\Delta|\nu(t)|$, where $\Delta|\nu(t)|$ represents the change in the peak value of the voltage at the output of the current-to-voltage converter. The values have been multiplied by an arbitrary scaling factor of 200. The solid line in Fig. 8 represents the curve predicted by summing the first one hundred terms of the infinite series in Eq. (10). The theoretical curve and experimental data exhibit the same shape, suggesting that the sensor is operating as expected.

When a signal voltage is applied to the interdigitated electrodes, stray coupling between the wire interconnects leading to the MEMS chip can cause an unwanted signal voltage component to appear at the current-to-voltage converter. This unwanted signal voltage must be subtracted from the deflection-sensitive $\nu(t)$ before the data can be interpreted. The meaningful signal quantity is therefore the change in peak output signal voltage as a function of actuator deflection. In our case, the stray signal was on the order of 4 V p-p, while the measured signal was on the order of millivolts.

5. Improved sensor with linear response

For the coordinate system of Fig. 6a, the infinite series solution (3) is valid for any arbitrary potential boundary condition $f(x)$ at $z = g$. The alternative $f(x)$ of Fig. 9 has a linear, rather than step, variation in voltage between signal and sense fingers. By choosing this alternative $f(x)$, the voltage output of the sensor can be made to be a linear function of gap spacing $g$. In practice, the $f(x)$ of Fig. 9 could be achieved by depositing uniformly resistive mate-

![Fig. 8. Plots of deflection vs. change in sensor output voltage. Dots: measured values of position vs. $\Delta|\nu(t)|$. Solid line: theoretical prediction based on Eq. (10).](image)

![Fig. 9. Alternative potential boundary condition $f(x)$ with linear voltage variation between signal and sense fingers.](image)
Fig. 10. Theoretical $\Delta|z(t)|$ vs. position curve for the alternative potential boundary condition $f(x)$ of Fig. 9.

rial between the fingers. The modified Fourier coefficients $a_n(t)$ computed using Eq. (4) become, after some algebra,

$$a_n(t) = \frac{4V(t)}{x_0(b - W/2)} e^{k_n2g} (\cos k_n W/2 - \cos k_n b)$$

(11)

and

$$a_0(t) = \frac{V(t)}{x_0} (W/2 + b)$$

(12)

where again $b = W/2 + d$. Substituting these coefficients into Eq. (10) and summing the first one hundred terms of the series leads to the theoretical $\Delta|z(t)|$ vs. deflection plot of Fig. 10. This plot is linear, suggesting that the resistive gradation of voltage between the interdigitated electrode fingers compensates for the nonlinearity inherent to the spatial harmonic components of the field distribution. The predicted sensor signal is also much larger than that obtained for the theoretical and experimental $f(x)$ of Fig. 6 because a higher field flux per unit signal voltage terminates on the sense fingers.

6. Conclusion

A differential capacitive position sensor based on interdigitated finger electrodes has been developed for use with MEMS structures involving motion perpendicular to the substrate plane. The system provides a simple way of monitoring actuator deflection using inexpensive off-the-shelf electronic components and has been demonstrated using double-anchored, bridge-type MEMS actuators. In this application, the sensing system can be implemented by building sense electrodes only beneath the moving actuator diaphragm while permitting the actuator diaphragm to be connected directly to ground. These features are essential to the development of optically perfect deformable mirror arrays. By linearly grading the voltage distribution in the space between driven and sensing finger electrodes, the voltage vs. deflection response can be made linear.
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